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1. PROVISIONAL MINUTES OF THE FIRST MEETING

Mr LIVERAN (Israel), referring to the provisional minutes of the Committee's

first meeting (document A13 /AFL /Min /1), requested that his intervention should be

inserted in tht chronological order in which it was made at that meeting, i.e.

following the statement made by the delegate of Kuwait and preceding that of the

delegate of Saudi Arabia.

Dr KHABIR (Iran) drew attention to a typographical error on that same page

which described him as the delegate of Iraq.

Mr AL- KHALAF (Iraq) said that his remarks at the Committee's first meeting,

also reported on page 4, had been to the effect that he had noted that the delegate

of the United Kingdcm had said that Kuwait was responsible for its own

international relations.

The'CHAIRMAN said that those corrections would be noted and the minutes of

the previous meeting amended accordingly.

2. DRAFT FIRST REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE AND LEGAL
MATTERS (Document A13/AFL/20)

Decision: The draft first report of the Committee on Administration,
Finance and Legal Matters was adopted without comment.

REVIEW OF WORK DURING 1959: ANNUAL REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR- GENERAL:
Item 3.3 of the Agenda (Official Records, No. 98; Document A13 /AFL /19)

The CHAIRMAN called attention to document A13 /AFL /19 which reproduced the

statement made at the previous meeting by the Assistant Director -General introducing

the Annual Report of the Director -General.
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Mr de CONINCK (Belgium) said that it would be almost superfluous to congratulate

the Assistant Director -General on the mathematical clarity with which his statement

had been presented to the Committee.

He welcomed the reference, contained in the Assistant Director- General's

statement, to the fact that it was largely the countries fighting malaria within

their borders that were bearing the heaviest burden. He recalled that the authorities

in the Belgian Congo and Ruanda -Urundi allocated a sum of US$ 2 million yearly

for malaria work; that of course contributed indirectly to WHO's action in that

sphere. He confirmed furthermore that the malaria programme undertaken by his

Government was implemented according to the technical standards laid down by the

Organization and in co- operation with neighbouring territories. His Government

was in full agreement that all efforts should be pursued until malaria eradication

was achieved, and that aim had been reiterated on the occasion of the recent

celebration of World Health Day.

Mr AL- KHALAF (Iraq) expressed appreciation of the Annual Report of the

Director- General (Official Records No. 98), and also commended the Assistant

Director -General on his excellent statement.

He had been pleased to note the tone of enthusiasm and optimism running

through the Introduction to the Director -General's Report, and in particular the

reference, on page v of that Introduction, to the growing conviction both in

Member States and in the various WHO bodies that the Organization could not only

cope with the tasks for which it had been created but could also successfully

attack some of the problems which had emerged recently. Inadequacy of financial
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resources, despite all efforts, was, however, disturbing where the Malaria

Eradication Special Account was concerned. Since his delegation strongly believed

in the universality of all international organizations, it particularly welcomed

the accession of the new Members and Associate Members, and particularly Kuwait.

That development, with the increasing demands it would put on the Organization,

would further emphasize the need for additional financial resources becoming

avaiii_ able. Moreover, the Organization was bound to incur additional responsibilities

in keeping with its natural expansion, such as, for example, the possibility of more

regional offices.

He noted that between 30 November 1958 and 30 November 1959 there had been

an increase of 164 in the number of staff. He was sure that the Director- General

would ensure that the staff of the Organization was used in the most efficient

and economical manner.

He was glad to see that payment of contributions was proceeding satisfactorily

and stood favourable comparison with the position existing in that respect in

other international organizations.

He welcomed the proposal to hold the following Health Assembly in New Delhi,

particularly as his delegation was, as a general principle, in favour of holding

sessions away from headquarters since that led to a better appreciation of health

problems. He would, nevertheless, be glad to have further clarification on the

extra costs that would involve.

He was pleased to hear.of the progress in the plans for a new headquarters

building. He also requested clarification on details, such as the conditions of

the loan from the Swiss Government.
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His delegation supported every initiative taken in favour of co- operation with

other organizations. In that connexion, he expressed the hope that there would very

soon be closer co- operation between WHO and the Arab League. There was no doubt

that economies could be achieved by efficient co- operation and he was sure that

WHO was availing itself of all possible facilities, including assistance in public

information by the United Nations and the services of technical assistance

representatives, for instance.

He asked for an explanation on certain points in the annexes to the Annual

Report of the Director- General: the precise definition of the responsibilities of

the Deputy Director - General in the structure of the headquarters Secretariat shown

in Annex c3; the reasons for the disparity between the regional offices as regards

internationally and locally recruited staff (Annex 9); and information on the

progress made in achieving geographical distribution of the staff (Annex 10). More

could perhaps be done in respect of the higher grades; of 135 posts in the higher

grades practically half were occupied by nationals of four countries. Greater

use of fixed -term contracts and of interchangeability of staff might possibly

bring about an improvement in the situation.

Mr le POOLF,, (Netherlands) was glad of the opportunity, since his delegation

had not participated in the debate in plenary session, to extend his welcome to the

delegations of the new Member States and Associate Members. He appreciated the

statement made on their accession by the delegate of the United States in the
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plenary session and fully agreed that Members of longer standing in the Organization

had a joint responsibility for finding a way to meet without undue delay the needs

of those new Members. His delegation hoped that the resolutions adopted a few weeks

previously by the United Nations Economic and Social Council to that effect would

receive an adequate response.

He recalled that the Director -General had stressed in his statement to the

Twenty- eighth Session of the Economic and Social Council (document A13 /P &B /3,

Annex III) the growing conviction of the close relationship which existed between

economic and social standards on the one hand and health conditions on the other.

That concept of unity of purpose had also been reflected by the Assistant Director -

General in his remarks made at the previous meeting. It was his view that a most

gratifying contribution towards a solution to the problem of co- ordination had been

made in 1959 by the manner in which WHO had implemented decisions of the Economic

and Social Council whereby the United Nations and the specialized agencies had been

requested to transmit an appraisal of the programmes for 1959 -196+. The Executive

Board had, in resolution EB25.R59, noted the action of the Director -General without

any further discussion. His delegation regretted that course of events and

wondered whether the Board itself was entirely satisfied with the way it had dealt

with that matter and, indeed, with other items on its agenda.
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He presumed that the Economic and Social Council would, at its coming

session, pay particular attention in its discussion of that consolidated report

to the problem of priorities, the establishment of which within programmes was

just as essential as the co- ordination of those programmes. That question had

been touched upon at the previous Health Assembly by the delegate of Ireland,

and the Assistant Director -General had also referred to it in his statement when

he had said that no country's absorptive capacity was unlimited and that capacity

had to be assessed so that the next appropriate step, in health as in all other

fields, could be determined. It was regrettable indeed that, in a world where

so much human misery still existed, observations of that nature had to be given

careful consideration. The question of how to integrate internationally

assisted programmes into the national economy called for more study by all

concerned. An undeniable relationship existed between international bodies,

their growth and the per capita income in the developing countries. Unless

greater attention were given to that phenomenon, there was a great danger that

programmes recommended by previous Health Assemblies might falter.

His delegation therefore welcomed the Assistant Director -General's

reflections on the financial, administrative and managerial aspects of the

annual budget for 1959 and hoped that the Director -General would succeed in

achieving, in co- operation with other international bodies and with the

governments concerned, the maximum benefit from WHO's efforts to improve the

health situation in the world.
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Mr BRADY (Ireland) felt that the Assistant Director- General was to be

complimented on his statement, which contained stimulating thoughts on the

fundamental aims and achievements of the Organization, which the Committee

should consider, as well as precise data. It was apparent that, on the basis

of a sound administrative and financial structure, the Organization had made

great progress in its aims and had also substantially increased its membership.

The appeal of the Organization to newly emerging countries could be seen from

the accession of the new Members and Associate Members. He added his delegation's

welcome to those countries and expressed the certainty that WHO would gain

considerably by their participation.

He agreed that the Organization was now faced with a challenge to provide

real help towards meeting the needs of those new Members. Within its financial

resources, the Organization should do its utmost, by reviewing and expanding

its programmes, to ensure that that priority was met. As was generally accepted,

it was essential that progress in health should keep pace with economic and

social progress if balanced development were to be achieved.

The Assistant Director -General had painted a satisfactory picture in

respect of the Organization's regular budget. There was undoubtedly cause for

anxiety where the Malaria Eradication Special Account was concerned; that

would, however, be discussed under a separate item on the agenda.
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He had noted with interest that management surveys had been carried out in two

regional offices in 1959 and that two further surveys were due to take place that

year. Such analyses of methods should play a growing part in ensuring that the

funds of an expanding Organization were put to the best use.

It was clear from the Annual Report of the Director- General, and in particular

pages 99 -105, that the need fqr co- ordination with United Nations bodies in economic

and social activities was fully appreciated. The task of maintaining, liaison and

consultation with other agencies, though hard, was essential in the interest of an

effective approach to problems and of avoiding duplication of effort. In his view,

it was impossible to place too much emphasis on the need for co- ordination and the

definition of WHO in its Constitution as the directing and co- ordinating authority

on international health work should always be borne in mind.

Dr PETROVIC (Yugoslavia) said that the Director -General and the Assistant

Director- General were to be commended on the satisfactory financial position of

the Organization. The precarious situation of the Malaria Eradication Special

Account would be discussed separately at another stage in the Committee's

proceedings.

His delegation agreed with the Assistant Director -General's statement that the

Organization would have to be prepared to help meet the health needs, not only of

the new Members, but also those of other countries which would no doubt be joining

soon, a large number of which were emerging in the African continent, and could be

expected to look to the United Nations family of organizations for assistance in

their development. It was right that WHO should be in tune with that trend in
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world affairs, indeed, health work was traditionally in the forefront of progress.

It was difficult to estimate what would be the consequences if the Organization

were unable to fulfil its obligations for financial reasons. The number of

requests for assistance from WHO made by Member States and which WHO was unable to

meet through lack of funds had risen from an equivalent of some $ 976 000 in 1959

to $ 2 47$ 000 in 1960 and $ 5 195 000 in 1961. More than 60 per cent. of those

requests fell into four main categories: public health administration, education

and training, tuberculosis control, and environmental sanitation. It was important

for that grave financial problem to be fully appreciated so that some solution could

be found.

Mr BW KINH (Viet-Nam) said that his delegation had greatly appreciated the

statement made by the Assistant Director -General and in particular the clarity with

which he had defined the guiding principles of the administration of the

Organization. Ít was in full agreement with the general policy outlined by the

Assistant Director -General.

He had noted with satisfaction that the position in respect of the regular

budget was satisfactory. While there would be an opportunity to discuss the

situation of the Malaria Eradication Special Account at another juncture, he

wished to emphasize the need for a realistic approach to the matter. It could

not be expected that countries faced with the problem of malaria would be able

to do a great deal more than they were doing at present and, if the success of the
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campaign were not to be endangered, the need for funds would have to be met by the

highly- developed countries.

He commended the efforts made to improve the efficiency of the Secretariat

which would thus be of a calibre to deal with the tasks facing it. Improvements

in the geographical distribution of the staff should be introduced progressively

so long as the technical standard of personnel was not in any way prejudiced. To

be fully successful, any expansion of WHO's activities must be in proportion to the

absorptive capacity of the Member countries concerned, and to their ability to make

full use of international co- operation. The Organization should give priority to

the problem of training of personnel for the national health service, and all types

of activities which would further such training should be envisaged.

The Annual Report of the Director- General, as well as the Assistant Director -

General's statement, would surely strengthen confidence in the Organization and in

the accomplishment of the purposes for which it had been founded.

Dr VALENCIA (Philippines) commended the Assistant Director- General on his

excellent presentation of the work of the Organization in 1959. The situation

in respect of the Malaria Eradication Special Account was of course most unfortunate.

The malaria programme in the Philippines had been successful, and in the past

year had served for the training of international malaria personnel. Some

resurgence had, however, been experienced because of resistance to dieldrin, and
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DDT was again being used. The incidence of malaria had been reduced from

19.08 per 100 000 of the population in 1953 -57 to 9.74 in 1958 and to 6.80 in

1959. On the whole, it could be said that public health in the Philippines had

progressed and reached a fair level, judging from standards set by more economically

advanced countries. Although many of the diseases which still existed were

preventable, inadequate financial resources hampered further progress. He

warmly thanked WHO, the United States International Co- operation Administration

and UNICEF for their assistance to the health programme of the Philippines. The

assistance and friendship given by the United States should serve as an example

of mutual trust and co- operation which could bring about world peace.

While the greatest single problem facing the Philippines health authorities

was the lack of sufficient funds, the need for trained personnel was also acute.

The Philippines therefore looked to countries in a more fortunate position to

help them.

He mentioned that his country consistently found difficulties regarding the

dollar allocations needed for its commitments to WHO and other international

agencies. He therefore urged that the matter should be given careful study and

that WHO experts should find ways and means of helping a young and struggling

nation like his own.

Dr de.PINHO (Portugal) was pleased to nota the generally satisfactory

position of the Organization's finances. He commended the clarity of the Annual

Report of the Director -General and of the Assistant Director -General's statement.

He deferred detailed consideration of any inadequacies in financing until the

programme and budget were considered.
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Dr van Zile HYDE (United States of America) congratulated the Assistant

Director -General on his lucid and interesting statement. It was extremely

encouraging to find at each Assembly that WHO was operating efficiently under

excellent management.

WHO's decision to launch a malaria eradication programme had been taken at

the Eighth World Health Assembly held in Mexico and that country had given the

lead in showing the world that eradication was feasible. The United States,

having achieved eradication, welcomed the opportunity of playing an important part

in a major programme to be considered in joint session with the Committee on

Programme and Budget, on which occasion he hoped all delegations would earnestly

consider how the difficulties being encountered could be overcome, either by

wider participation on the part of Member States or by transferring the programme

to the regular budget. It was gratifying that the "barrier of symbolic

contributions" mentioned by the Assistant Director- General the previous year had

been breached and he hoped that more voluntary contributions would now start

coming in.

He associated himself with the sincere welcome extended to new Members and

Associate Members who, with their different problems and fresh ideas, would widen

the Assembly's outlook. Obviously when planning the programme and budget the

Director -General could not have foreseen the requirements that would be created

by their admission so as to ensure adequate provision for services to them. The

welcome would indeed be a hollow one if that gap were not made good and the Health

Assembly should be willing to approve a reasonable budgetary increase for the

purpose.
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Dr ARREAZA GUSMAN (Venezuela) thanked the Assistant, Director- General for his

interesting report and was gratified to learn that WHO's financial position is sound.

Venezuela was keenly interested in malaria eradication and had hoped to achieve

it by 1961. Unfortunately it had suffered a setback owing to unexpected difficulties

such as the development of resistance of Plasmodium vivax to drugs, mainly in the

last zone where malaria was to be eradicated.

In 1956 Venezuela had contributed $ 300 000 to the world eradication campaign

but since then as a result of economic difficulties that were an aftermath of the

recent dictatorship it had been unable to contribute further though ready to

co- operate in the work. Recently staff had been trained in Venezuela to work in

other countries,.especially Colombia. He hoped that when the economic situation

was more favourable Venezuela would once again be able to make a contribution to

the malaria eradication campaign.

Dr MUDALIAR (India) expressed keen interest in the Assistant Director- General's

statement which had not only been full of valuable suggestions but had also touched

upon the theoretical aspects of WHO's position.

His delegation welcomed the expansion in WHO's membership by the admission of

new Members and Associate Members. It spoke highly for WHO's standing in the world

that States acquiring independence or becoming eligible for associate membership

immediately evinced a desire to join the Organization. That expansion presented a

challenging responsibility and WHO would not be given another such opportunity to

provide services in areas where they were so urgently needed. If it faced that

challenge squarely it would have given further proof that its true purpose was to

promote health in all parts of the globe. There could be no doubt at all that
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those new Members and Associate Members had vast health problems to tackle and that

their admission imposed upon WHO additional financial and practical responsibilities.

It was most gratifying to learn from the Assistant Director -General himself that

WHO's financial position was sound: that was only to be expected with a man of his

ability in the position he held. It was to be hoped that each Member State would

fully comply with its financial obligations.

Turning to the problem of malaria eradication, he observed that it must be dealt

with on a world-wide basis. The resources of countries engaged in bringing malaria

under control had been considerably strained by the campaign which would not succeed

if parallel control measures were not introduced in adjacent areas since the disease

would not respect national frontiers. Foci were bound to persist where no eradication

measures had been taken. In addition there was the problem of resistance to

insecticides.

He congratulated the Secretariat on the expeditious manner in which it was

handling the complex problems connected with the construction of the new headquarters

building. He knew from personal experience how much work such a project involved.

As WHO's work developed it had inspired increasing confidence but he wished to

sound a warning about the danger of special accounts, however useful in themselves,

handicapping concentration of effort.

In conclusion he associated himself with the praise voiced for the excellent

work done in 1959 by the Director -General and his staff.

Dr CAYLA (France) drew special attention to the health needs of new Members

particularly those from the African continent. His delegation entirely agreed that

an additional effort should be made to help those countries, and would support any

practical measures to that end.
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Dr VANNUGLI (Italy) paid tribute to the efficiency and devotion to duty of the

Director- General and his staff and was gratified that the Assistant Director- General

in his customary precise and lucid statement should have once again displayed a human

approach which all civil servants dealing largely with statistics would do well

to emulate.

His delegation welcomed the admission of new Members and was glad to learn that

WHO's financial situation was sound. It was regrettable that the same could not be

said of the Malaria Eradication Special Account. The financial difficulties being

met in the malaria eradication campaign were inherent in projects financed from a

special account, and would be discussed under a separate item.

Dr MELLBYE (Norway) said that as in previous years his delegation had been

greatly encouraged by the Director -General's Report and was willing to play its part

in meeting the challenge it presented. The Assistant Director -General's statement

had been one of the best he had ever heard on health administration.

Regionalization was one of WHO's greatest assets but it had its drawbacks and

should not be pressed too far to the detriment of efficient co- ordination. The

present situation seemed to be satisfactory and should be maintained: one of the

methods of ensuring that was to carry out the type of management surveys mentioned

by the Assistant Director- General. He looked forward to the report on further

surveys the following year.

He agreed with the comments made by the delegates of the United States and

India concerning the malaria eradication programme.

His delegation would support increasing the budget so as to provide services

for newly admitted Members.
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Mr KHANACHET (Saudi Arabia) thanked the Director -General for his excellent

report and the Assistant Director -General for a statement that was as usual fertile

in new ideas. Mr Siegel had most pertinently referred to WHO's steady expansion

and it was most satisfactory that it should be movement towards its goal of

universality by the admission of new Members and Associate Members. He regretted

that the resources at WHO's disposal to discharge its new responsibilities adequately

were insufficient. The Malaria Eradication Programme, which was at present one of

WHO's major undertakings, was making progress though still facing considerable

difficulties which could only be surmounted if greater contributions were forthcoming.

The world was divided into developed and less -developed countries. He was not being

pessimistic or blaming the former when he urged them to give more: that would be

the best way of ensuring the peace and security so greatly needed throughout the

world, While poverty existed, no peace was possible, and WHO, the task of which

was entirely unconnected with politics, could do much to further that cause and

increase human welfare.

Mr LIVERAN (Israel) paid tribute to the grasp of general implications displayed

by the Assistant Director- General in his statement and his incisive theoretical

comments. No health administration could afford to regard individuals as components

of a group.

The relationship between WHO's activities and its constitution should be examined.

The expansion of past activities, the launching of entirely new projects and the

admission of new Members were,all elements in measuring growth and, as the Assistant

Director -General had rightly argued, growth could only be considered to have been

achieved if the Organization had moved closer to the attainment of its objectives in

all their aspects. The Committee had to lay the foundations for making growth possible

in administrative and other spheres.
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He proposed to address himself to those points in the Assistant Director -General's

statement which had not been touched upon by the delegate of Isra,e1 in plenary meeting.

It would appear contradictory to praise the Secretariat and in the same breath

to endorse changes in its structure. He considered that the backbone of the

Secretariat must be formed by a career civil service, and any changes in the direction

of integrating short -term appointments within it must be tentative and must be kept

under continuous review. Without a body of permanent officials, there could be no

stability, and the future would look uncertain.

Though it was desirable to recruit staff from as wide a range of countries as

possible, it would be quite impracticable to determine selection on the grounds that

nationals of a certain country had not yet been engaged. Clearly the decisive

factor must be the personal integrity and qualifications of the candidate, and not

his nationality.

If the experiment of recruiting officials for short -term appointments was to

be successful, steps would have to be taken to ensure that they did not lose seniority

in their home services and that their pension rights were not jeopardized. The

same applied to short -term appointments with other international bodies, particularly

with the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance, and the approach to governments

should be co- ordinated.

He had been pleased to note from the Assistant Director -General's statement

that WHO was actively trying to promote co- operation with specialized agencies and

other bodies which shared the same aims and ideals. The crucial point was that

that was only possible if the ideals coincided. WHO could co- operate with any body

or group that desired to achieve the same object as those which underlay WHO's work.

However, it could not co- operate and should not even enter into a relationship with
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an organization whose fundamental purposes were diametrically opposed to those of

WHO. If it were true, as the Assistant Director -General had stated, that the

primary objective was the further development of every man irrespective of race,

colour, religion and nationality, in all spheres of his activity as a human being,

then obviously WHO could not "go-operate" with any group whose sole objective was

the destruction of human life, the perversion of the aims of human existence, the

intensification of hatred and the extermination of one or more Members of WHO.

Those points ought to be self -evident and he had not the slightest doubt that they

were so, but sometimes in pursuit of more detailed objectives it was forgotten that

modest progress might be laborious and unexciting and that more spectacular advances

had no value unless taken in the right direction.

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director -General, Secretary, speaking on behalf of the

entire Secretariat, said that it always looked forward to the comments, criticism

and suggestions put forward in the Committee concerning the Director- General's

Annual Report. As always, the Secretariat was anxious to fulfil the Assembly's

wishes to the best of its ability.

Replying to points raised during the discussion, he explained that the details

of the increase in the staff in the years 1958 -1959 were given in the Annual Report.

The greater part of the increase was due to the expansion in the Malaria

Eradication Programme. Other additions were for programmes which had been approved

by the Health Assembly.

Though the Deputy Director -General was not mentioned in the part of Annex 8,

which dealt with the Office of the Director -General, he had of course extremely

important functions to carry out, the most important being to act as Dr Candau's

alter ego.
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The Executive Board had often discussed the apparent disparity between the

staffing arrangements of different regional offices, and had paid particular attention

to that matter when examining the programme and budget for 1961. Its comments could

be found in Official Records No. 100, Part II, paragraph 20. As he had indicated

in his statement in connexion with management surveys, the Director -General was

seeking to ensure that the staff in each regional office was of a proper size in

relation to the needs and conditions of the region.

Improved interchangeability between national services and the Secretariat would

help to further the aim of equitable geographical distribution of staff. The

Director -General was very much aware of that objective which he always kept in mind

when filling any vacant professional post.

The CHAIRMAN said that if there were no further comments on item 3.3, he would

like to suggest the following paragraph for inclusion in the Committee's report to

the Committee on Programme and Budget:

"NOTES with satisfaction that the administrative and financial affairs of
the Organization as described in the Annual Report of the Director- General
are sound."

Decision; That text was approved.

The meeting rose at 12.0 p *m,


